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How Jeremy Corbyn has capitulated to the Pro-War
and Pro-Austerity Wing of the Labour Party

Statement by Supporters of RED LIBERATION (Bulletin of Socialists active in the Labour Party), 6.1.2015

Jeremy Corbyn who was recently elected as leader of the 
Labour Party attracted wide support from the youth 
and the working class who wanted to see a change of 

direction from the Party’s pro-capitalist and pro-austerity 
policies.
Corbyn was able to attract such support because he raised 

a number of progressive demands like:
* Against imperialist wars in Iraq, Syria and Yemen;
* Partial nationalisation of Rail and other enterprises;
* Clear opposition to the Tories welfare proposals;
* The restoration of Clause 4 in the Labour Party. [1]
Since his election Corbyn, whose politics has to be de-

scribed as left reformist, unfortunately has capitulated to 
the pro-austerity wing of the party. In the recent debate in 
parliament over the government’s decision for air strikes 
in Syria, Corbyn allowed a significant number of pro-war 
Labour MP’S a free vote to support the government. He 
allowed Hilary Benn, a pro-war shadow cabinet member, 
to wind up the debate which made a mockery of Corbyn’s 
opposition to air strikes in Syria.
Furthermore, Corbyn has continued to bow to pressure 

from right wing Labour MP’s over the Tories benefit sanc-
tions.
“Jeremy Corbyn’s plans to oppose the benefits cap have been 

undermined by members of his own shadow cabinet, as he pre-
pares to face David Cameron in prime minister’s questions for 
the first time.
Speaking to the Trades Union Congress conference in Brighton 

on Tuesday, Corbyn said the benefits cap introduced by the coa-
lition created “social cleansing” and that the party would oppose 
it all together. 
But speaking hours later on the BBC’s Newsnight programme, 

the shadow work and pensions secretary, Owen Smith, said the 
party was only opposing government plans to reduce the cap.
The shadow equalities minister, Kate Green, speaking on BBC 

Radio 4’s Today programme on Wednesday, said the Labour 
Party’s present policy position was to support the principle of 
the benefit cap and that there was some evidence it had helped 
people into work”.[2]
Recently Corbyn together with John McDonnell (Shadow 

Chancellor) and Jon Trickett ( Shadow secretary of state 
for Communities and Local Government) have issued a 

letter to all Labour councillors instructing them to stay 
within the law and carry out cuts to social services, hous-
ing and other vital services.
“Transcript of the letter sent out by Jeremy Corbyn, Jon Trick-

ett and John McDonnell: The Shadow Chancellor, John McDon-
nell MP, said in September ‘...the situation councils are now in 
is if they don’t set a budget, a council officer will do it for them. 
There is no choice for them anymore.’ As you know, councils 
must set a balanced budget under the Local Government Act 
1992. If this does not happen, i.e. if a council fails to set a legal 
budget, then the council’s Section 151 Officer is required to is-
sue the council with a notice under Section 114 of the 1988 Local 
Government Act. Councillors are then required to take all the 
necessary actions in order to bring the budget back into balance.
Failing to do so can lead to complaints against councillors 

under the Code of Conduct, judicial review of the council and, 
most significantly, government intervention by the Secretary of 
State. It would mean council officers or, worse still, Tory minis-
ters deciding council spending priorities” [3]
This letter from the Labour leadership clearly shows they 

are ready to implement the government’s pro-austerity 
agenda. So much for Corbyn’s much vaunted anti-auster-
ity program. Corbyn will continue to be a hostage of the 
Blairites until he breaks with them completely!
It is important that MOMENTUM, the campaign organi-

zation of left-wing Corbyn supporters, openly criticises 
the political adaption of the Corbyn leadership group to 
the Blairites. Furthermore, we demand that MOMENTUM 
operates in a transparent and democratic way. Hence it is 
important to have a national conference of MOMENTUM 
activists in spring which democratically decides on the 
policy and elects a leadership.
The supporters of RED LIBERATION put forward the fol-

lowing concrete proposals to unite all progressive forces 
in the Labour Party.
* Mandatory reselection of all Labour MP’s and councillors 

who fail to oppose Britain’s imperialist wars!
* Oppose the air Strikes in Syria! Oppose all imperialist wars 

in Iraq, Afghanistan Syria, Yemen and Ireland! Support the Re-
sistance!
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* Oppose all cuts in social services, housing and education! 
Cancel all household debts! Occupy properties threatened with 
eviction! Organise rent strikes and occupy council offices if nec-
essary!
* Demand that Corbyn, McDonnell and Trickett withdraw the 

letter requesting Labour councillors to support a legal budget!
* Support MOMENTUM (despite its political weaknesses) and 

all other progressive forces in the Labour Party campaigning on 
an anti-austerity program!
* For a general strike to bring down this hated Tory govern-

ment!
In order to unite all the progressive forces inside the La-

bour Party it is vital to bring together authentic socialist 
and revolutionary activists. The supporters of RED LIB-
ERATION are dedicated to this task. Join us if you agree 
with our perspective.

Footnotes
(1) See on this Corbyn Victorious in Labour Leadership 

Election, Liberation No 5 October 2015, https://rcitbritain.
wordpress.com/2015/09/16/69/
(2) https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2015/septem-

ber/16/labour-in-disarray-over-benifits-cap.
(3) https://www.socialistparty.org.uk/arti-

cles/21923/18-12-2015/labour-councils-dont-have-to-pass-
on-tory-cuts
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Western and Eastern imperialism as well as local bour-
geois regimes, the RCIT calls upon revolutionaries around 
the world to join us in the struggle for a new world party 
of socialist revolution! 
* End with the national curfew in Tunisia!
* For a program of public works under the control of the UGTT 

and other mass organizations, financed by the expropriation of 
the super-rich cronies of the Ben Ali clan!
* Expropriate the Foreign Imperialist Corporations!
* Down with the Essebsi Government! Forward to the Second 

Revolution!
* For the building of Action Committees and Self-Defense 

Units! For a Workers’ and Popular Government based on such 
organs!
* Solidarity with the liberation struggle in Syria, Egypt, Pales-

tine and Yemen!
* Solidarity with the refugees arriving in Europe! Down with 

racism and state repression in the EU! Lift the state of emer-
gency in France! No restrictions to democratic rights!
* No to reactionary sectarianism! Down with Salafi-Takfiri 

Daash! 
* Revitalize and spread the Arab Revolution which began at the 

end of 2010! For a socialist federation of the Middle East! 
* Forward in building revolutionary parties in Tunisia and 

internationally! For the revolutionary Fifth Workers’ Interna-
tional!

For our analysis of the Arab Revolution we refer readers to: 
RCIT: Revolution and Counterrevolution in the Arab 

World: An Acid Test for Revolutionaries, 31 May 2015, 
http://www.thecommunists.net/theory/theses-arab-revo-
lution/ 

Article on Tunisia (Continued from p.4)

Article on Corbyn (Continued from p.1)
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The Junior Hospitals dispute has led to a strike which 
was held on 12th January. The Cameron Government 
is trying to force new contracts onto Junior Doctors 

who now work excessive hours. After Jeremy Hunt, the 
Secretary of State for Health, refused to meet representa-
tives of the BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION (BMA), 
the trade union representing the majority of Junior Doc-
tors, the BMA said in a statement:
“Tens of thousands of junior doctors are today taking industrial 

action over their contract dispute with the Government. Train-
ees in England are providing emergency care-only cover — sim-
ilar to a Christmas Day service — in the first of three planned 
periods of industrial action. Doctors are taking the action over 
the Government’s failure to address junior doctor’s leaders’ con-
cerns about contractual safeguards on safe working, and proper 
recognition for those working unsocial hours. Conciliation talks 
paused last week with both sides saying, while discussions had 
been ‘constructive’, they were not enough to call off today’s 
planned action by the BMA. BMA junior doctors committee 
chair Johann Malawana said: ‘junior doctors feel they have been 
left with no option but to take this action. ‘We have been clear 
throughout this process that we want to negotiate a contract that 
is safe and fair, and delivers for junior doctors, patients and the 
NHS as whole.” [1]
I went along to the picket line and interviewed a number 

of Junior Doctors on the picket line at KETTERING GEN-
ERAL HOSPITAL IN NORTHAMPTONSHIRE. They 
were very lively and enthusiastic. Many cars hooted their 
support as they went past the hospital. The pickets also 
received support from the many pedestrians walking past 
or going into the hospital.
Chris, the BMA representative at the Hospital, told me: 

“the government is intent on imposing a contract, unfair to 
Doctors where many of them are working 100 hours a week, 
there are no safeguards. Tired doctors make mistakes”.
Mehar, another Junior doctor and Registar, said: “Junior 

doctors have been supporting the NHS for many years. The gov-
ernment is just messing around with the contracts”.
Suresh, another Junior Doctor on the picket line, told me: 

“There is support across from senior and junior consultants. 
There is a valid reason about reasonable working and this shows 
how the government is steamrolling (the new contracts) without 
consultation. You can see the effects unsafe practices and unsafe 
hours. This is not satisfactory. A lot of staff are sick with sick-
ness and stress because of this government’s policy”.
Vivek, a medical student, was also on the picket line. He 

told me “I am here to show support and solidarity for Junior 
Doctors. I will start working in August. The campaign is bang 
on we must stop unfair and unsafe practices”.
We in RED LIBERATION support the struggle of the Jun-

ior Doctors. We say:
* Solidarity with the Struggle of the Junior Doctors!
* For full trade union support for the Junior Doctors! Other 

sectors of the workers movement should support the Junior Doc-
tors too!
* All decisions about the struggle must not be made by some 

trade union bureaucrats but at mass assemblies of the Junior 
Doctors!

References:
(1) www.bma.org.uk/news-views-analysis/

news/20thnovember/juniors-contract-industrial-action-
dates-set

Junior Hospitals Dispute
By Joseph Adams, Supporter of RED LIBERATION (Bulletin of Socialists active in the Labour Party), 20.1.2015
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1. In the last few days, Tunisia has been shattered by 
a wave of spontaneous mass protests, many workers 
and youth clashing with security forces. The protests 

started in the western Kasserine province, following the 
death of an unemployed man who was electrocuted atop a 
power pole near the governor’s office. Soon the discontent 
spread to other towns including Sidi Bouzid, Jendouba, 
Gafsa, Kebili, and Ettadhamen (a working class district 
in the area of Tunis). Up until now, 240 civilians and 74 
policemen have been reported injured and one policeman 
killed. As a result, President Beji Caid Essebsi was forced 
to cut short a European tour and return to his country 
where he imposed a national curfew with the army con-
trolling the streets. He’s trying to undermine the uprising 
by deliberately withdrawing police from rebellious areas 
and letting loose criminal thugs so that people actually 
prefer the presence of the police and plead for their return. 
Nevertheless, the uprising continues! It’s very spontane-
ous and is being led by no specific party. The slogans on 
the streets – summarizing the demands of the uprising– 
are “Work, Dignity and Freedom” and “We will not stop our 
Struggle until we get Jobs”! The Al-Shuruk newspaper wrote: 
“It’s as if we were back in 2010-2011,” referring to the revo-
lution that overthrew dictator Zine El Abidine Ben Ali. 
Clearly, a pre-revolutionary situation has opened in Tuni-
sia.
2. The new uprising is the result of the failed prom-

ises of successive governments following the overthrow 
of Ben Ali. First was the bourgeois-Islamist Ennadah gov-
ernment and, since late 2014, the reactionary Nidaa Tounes 
government representing the return to power of the old 
guard of the Ben Ali dictatorship – both have betrayed the 
hopes of the masses to overcome unemployment and pov-
erty. Today, Tunisia’s official unemployment rate stands at 
around 15%, but in poorer regions like Kasserine it reaches 
as high as 30%. Even President Essebsi has been forced 
to acknowledge that Tunisia has “700,000 unemployed and 
250,000 of them are young people who have degrees”.
3. The Revolutionary Communist International Tenden-

cy (RCIT) stands in full solidarity with the Tunisian work-
ers and youth. We call the international workers’ move-
ment to support the protests. This new uprising com-
pletely refutes the idiotic claims of many reformists and 
centrists that the Arab Revolution had ended in defeat, or 
that it had been the product of a conspiracy by Western 
imperialists. The crucial task now is to form action commit-
tees in the workplaces, neighborhoods, schools and universities 
in order to organize the struggle democratically. In addi-
tion, such committees should organize self-defense units 
to fight state repression. Activists should put pressure 
on the UGTT trade union federation, the UGTE (student 
union), as well as on other mass organizations to organize 
a general strike. For now, the central demands should be 
to end the national curfew and to establish a public works pro-

gram under the control of the UGTT and other mass organi-
zations, financed by the expropriation of Tunisia’s super-rich, 
many of whom are close to the Ben Ali clan.
4. If the workers and youth succeed in building such 

action committees and as self-defense units, both could then 
become organs of struggle as well as of power, creating the 
basis for a workers’ and popular government. Such a govern-
ment would exclusively serve the interests of the popular 
masses and would remove power and wealth from the 
hands of the small corrupt elite of super-rich politicians 
and army generals. It would also expropriate the foreign 
imperialist corporations which are exploiting semi-colo-
nial Tunisia.
5. Revolutionaries in Tunisia must work hard to 

advance the formation of a revolutionary party without 
which the Second Revolution is in danger of failing just 
like the first did after 2011. Such a party must also be part 
of the new revolutionary world party, since capitalism 
in Tunisia and the class struggle there are closely inter-
related with international capitalism. The activists of the 
RCIT in Tunisia call upon revolutionaries to join forces on 
the basis of an unambiguous revolutionary program of ac-
tion. An authentic revolutionary organization in Tunisia 
has to break with the treacherous capitulationist tradi-
tion of those sectors of the left – mostly influenced by the 
Stalinist/Hoxhaist as well as Nasserist/Baathist tradition – 
which unabashedly supported the Nidaa Tounes forces in 
the past.
6. The importance of the Second Tunisian Revolu-

tion cannot be overestimated. It has the potential of not 
only stemming the counterrevolution which the country 
experienced in recent years and advancing the previously 
unfinished democratic revolution which set in motion the 
wave of Arab revolutions. But in doing so it could also 
revitalize the Syrian Revolution against Bashar al-Assad, 
strengthen the mass resistance in Egypt against the dicta-
torship of General al-Sisi, set an example for and give sup-
port to the Palestinian liberation struggle against the Zion-
ist state, and inspire the Yemeni war of liberation against 
the foreign invasion by the Al-Saud gang. In addition, a 
successful mass uprising in Tunisia would invaluably 
advance the struggle against the reactionary sectarian-
ism promoted by reactionary forces like the Salafi-Takfiri 
Daash. Finally, it would also strengthen working class and 
democratic forces in Europe, encouraging them to fight 
back against the counterrevolutionary wave of racism 
and state repression which is currently being waged by 
various conservative and social democratic governments 
with both tacit and open assistance and support by semi-
fascistic forces. In order to advance these historic struggles 
and infuse them with a socialist program of permanent 
revolution and working class power directed against both 

Tunisia: Solidarity with the Workers’ and Youth Uprising!
Down with the Nationwide Curfew! For a General Strike and Mass Uprising

to Bring down the Essebsi Regime! Onward to the Second Revolution!

Joint Statement of the Revolutionary Communist International Tendency (RCIT) and the RCIT Tunisia, 23.01.2016
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